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1. Introduction
In the present paper the topological properties of spaces of sequences
with terms in a non-archimedian valuated field are investigated. The idea
is essentially the same as in the classical theory developed by KOTHE [5].
The results are however often quite different.
A study of non-archimedian sequence spaces was first attempted by
MONNA [6] and DORLEYN [2]. They obtained the basic set-theoretical
results about perfect sequence spaces as well as the properties in the
weak topology. Meanwhile a duality theory for non-archimedian locally
convex spaces has been developed (See [7] and [10]). This theory made
it possible for us to construct a more general "Kdthe-theory" of non-
archimedian sequence spaces.
The following notions and notations will be used:
a. K is a non-archimedian valuated field with a non-trivial valuation.
K is supposed to be spherically complete, which means that every family
of spheres in K, totally ordered by inclusion has a non-empty intersection.
b. A subset B of a vectorspace over K is called K-convex ifAx+ ftY E B
whenever x, y E B, A, ft E K, IAI <; 1, Iftl <; 1.
c. A topological vector space E over K is called locally K-convex if
E has a neighbourhood base of zero consisting of K-convex sets.
For further information about locally K-convex spaces we refer to [10].
d. A convex filter on E is a filter which has a basis consisting of subsets
of the form x+A with x E E and where A is K-convex.
e. A subset B of E is said to be c-compact if every convex filter on
B has a clusterpoint on B. For equivalent definitions and properties of
c-compactness we refer to [9].
2. Sequence spaces, definitions and elementary properties
A sequence space A is a vector space over K whose elements are
sequences iX = (iXi) in K, the operations being defined pointwise.
The space A * is defined as
A*={f3If3=(f3n),f3nEK and 2:~liXnf3n converges in K for all iXEA}.
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This definition is equivalent to:
A * = {,81,8 = (,8n), ,8n EK and limn --+ 00 exn,8n = 0 for all ex E A}.
(See [6] p. 1549 and [2] p. 23).
The sequence space A is called perfect if A = A **.
A * is perfect for each A.
For further properties of A and perfectness of particular sequence
spaces we refer to [2] and [6] and to the examples in this paper.
A subset D of A is said to be normal if ex = (exn) ED and l,8nl <: lexnl (,811, E K)
for all n, imply that ,8 = (,8n) ED.
The normal hull 1J of D is the smallest normal set of sequences con-
taining D.
Every perfect sequence space is normal and contains the space <P of
all finitely non-zero sequences.
The sequence with 1 on the i-th place and O's elsewhere will be denoted
by ec
In this paper the symbol A will always stand for a perfect sequence space.
The spaces A and A * form a dual pair under the bilinear form
A x A* --+ K: (ex,,8) --+ <ex,,8) = k-l exn,8n.
Thus we can provide A and A * with the usual dual system topologies,
([10] p. 274).
In particular we shall denote by a(A, A*), cT(A, A*) and ,8(A, A*) the
weak topology, the finest (A, A*)-admissible locally K-convex topology
and the strong topology on A.
A topology on A of the dual system (A, A*) will be called normal if
the elements of the determining family of weakly bounded subsets of A*
are normal sets.
PROPOSITION 1
If S is a weakly bounded normal subset of A *, then the polar So of S
in the dual system (A, A*) is given by:
T= {exlex E A and max., lexn,8nl <: 1 for all ,8 E S}.
PROOF
Since SO={exll<ex,,8)I<:l for all ,8ES} we already have that TeSo.
Let now ex be an element of So.
Then for every element ,8 E S and every index i, the sequence ,8t et is
still in S.
Hence
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P roposit ion 1 implies that, equipped with a normal dual sys te m topo-
logy, A admits a zero neighbourhood-base cons ist ing of normal sets .
3. Examples
a) The space of all seq uences in K is denoted by os, to = KN. We provide
w with the produ ct to pology. The space ep is a direct sum of a countable
number of copies of K and can therefore be provided with the direc t
sum topology . We have co" =ep and ep* = w, ([2] p. 25). So OJ and ep are
perfect sequence spaces.
b) The symbo l Co will denote the space of the sequences in K con-
verging t o zero, while 100 will stand for the bounded sequences in K.
Both are linear spaces, normed by lIiXll= supiliXil. We have (co )* = loo
and (l00)* = Co. So Co and t" are perfect, ([2] p. 24 and [6] p. 1557).
c) The space A iX.
Let iX = (iXn) be a sequence in K with iXi oF 0 for all i . Then we define
The space Aa can be normed by
PROPOSITION 2
II.) A:= ((iXt Yt)!Y=(Yt) E lOO} =iX.loo•
b) Aa is a perfect sequence space.
PROOF
a) Since iX E A: we already have that iX .100 C A:.
Suppose now Y= (Yn) ¢ iX .100 • Then Y/iX = (Yi/(Xt) ¢ 100 •
H en ce [f[ 0 E Co such that limn~00 (Yn/iXn) On oF O.
We put {3 = (on/iXn).
Then {3 E A", while lim,._ 00 Yn (3n oF O.
So Y ¢ A: and A: = iX ·1"".
b) Since iX E A: we have, for all Y E A:*, that lim,._ 00 iXn Yn= 0 and
so YEA",.
A thorough topological st udy of the above examples (also under other
than the give n topologies) will be made in section II .
4. The natural topology
F or every {3 E A * we define a function
PfJ : A -+ K: iX -+ max ; liXn{3n l·
It is easy to veri fy that every PfJ is a non-arohimedian seminorm on A.
We call the locally K-convex topology on A determined by the family
of seminorms {ppl{3 E A*} t he natural topology on A. It will be denoted
by 6(A ,A*).
31 Indagat iones
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The natural topology on A is obviously finer than the weak topology
a(A, A*).
PROPOSITION 3
The natural topology on A is normal and is (A, A*)-admissible. It is
also the coarsest normal dual system topology on A.
PROOF
By proposition 1 the natural topology on A is the dual system topology
determined by the family consisting of the normal hulls of the finite
subsets of A *.
This fact proves the second part of the proposition. In order to prove
the first part we take an element fJ in A ". It is then obviously sufficient
to prove that the set {fJY which is a subset of A * is an equicontinuous
part of the topological dual space (Au)' of Au ([10] p. 275).
Since (Au)':J (Aa)' = A ", the element fJ represents a continuous linear
form on Au:
Now for all Y E {fJY we have:
1Z:1 iXiYil <; Max, [iXiYi[ <; MaXi [iXifJil =PriiX).
Hence {fJY is equicontinuous.
REMARK
The above proposition also proves that the closed K-convex subsets
of the normal hulls of singletons of A are weakly c-oompaet.
An important reverse of this statement will be discussed later.
PROPOSITION 4
A = n", A", where rx E A * and with iXi i= 0 for all i. The natural topology
on A is the coarsest locally K-convex topology making all the injections
A --+ A", continuous.
PROOF
Obvious from the definitions.
5. The projections Ph: A --+ K
PROPOSITION 5
The projections Ph: A --+ K: iX = (iXi) --+ iXh are continuous for the weak
topology on A.
PROOF
Since eh E A * we have, if pe/l denotes the seminorm corresponding to
ell in the a(A, A *)-topology on A, that liXh[ =Pe/l(iX).
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COROLLARY
If a filter Y on A converges to an element iX = (iXn) in A then every
filter with basis Ph(Y) (h= 1,2, ... ) converges to IXI! in K. A reverse of
this property is studied in proposition 11.
6. Completeness
PROPOSITION 6
A is weakly sequentially complete.
PPOOF
[6] p. 1550.
PROPOSITION 7
A is complete under any normal topology of the dual system (A, A"').
PROOF
Let 6 be the defining family of the given dual system topology. The
elements of 6 can be supposed to he K-convex, normal and weakly
bounded in A"'. We denote by ps the non-archimeclian seminorm on A
corresponding to the element S of 6.
Let {IX,u},uEM be a Cauchy-net in Ae;. I.e.
or, by proposition 1,
("')
For every n (n fixed) {IX~}"EM is a Cauchy-net in K, (prop. 5). Since K
is complete this Cauchy-net converges to (\:n E K. Then form (*) we obtain
(**)
Let now y be an arbitrary element of A"', then there exists S EO (5
with yES. For this S we have
by ("'''') and since S is also bounded in the natural topology on A* (prop. 3
and [10] p. 283).
Hence IX E A and (*"') shows that IX= lim" IX" in Ae;.
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COROLLARY
A is complete under the natural topology and this property implies
that the natural topology on A generally is strictly finer than the weak
topology ([3] prop. 7).
7. Bounded subsets
PROPOSITION 8
Every weakly bounded subset of A is strongly bounded.
PROOF
The weakly closed subsets of A* are sequentially complete, (prop. 6).
Then apply the non-archimedian analogue of the theorem of Banach-
Mackey, ([7] p. 124, see also [5] p. 416 for the classical case).
PROPOSITION 9
The normal hull of a bounded subset of A is bounded.
PROOF
This is obvious in the natural topology on A. Then apply proposition 8.
PROPOSITION 10
The strong topology on A is always a normal topology.
PROOF
Apply proposition 9 and the definition of the strong topology.
8. O-compact subsets
PROPOSITION 11
A X-convex subset B of A , where A is equipped with any topology
of the dual system (A , A*), is c-compaot if and only if it has the following
property :
If9' is a maximal convex filter on B such that for h= 1,2, ... the filter
with basis P,,(9') converges in X to exh, then the sequence ex= (exh) is in
Band 9' converges to ex in A.
PROOF
a) Let B a X-convex and c-compact subset of A and let!/' be a maximal
convex filter on B such that P,,(9') --+ ex" in X .
Then 9' has a limit on B, ([9] p . 184), and since the projections Ph
are continuous (prop. 5) this limit must be the sequence ex.
b) LetBbe a X-convex subset of A and9' a maximal convex filter on B.
Every P,,(9') is then the basis for a maximal convex filter on P,,(B) ,
([9] p. 183).
Since P,,(B) is a X-convex subset of X, it is c-eompaot (since X is)
and so the maximal convex filter with basis P,,(9') converges to an element
exll E P,,(B).
Then9' converges to ex = (exn) by the supposition on 9' and B is c-compaot.
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PROPOSITION 12
Every K-convex weakly c-compact subset of A IS c-compact in the
cr(A, A*) topology on A.
PROOF
[3] prop. 3.
The following propositions will lead to an important characterization
of the K-convex, weakly bounded, weakly c-oompaot subsets of A.
The first proposition is stated in a more general situation and can be
considered as a non-archimedian analogue of a well known theorem on
compact sets.
PROPOSITION 13
Let E and F be locally K-convex spaces and B a K-convex, bounded
and c-compact subset of E.
Let (fn)n be an equicontinuous sequence of linear mappings from E
to F, converging pointwise to a mapping !.
Then the sequence (fn) converges to ! uniformly on B.
PROOF
Let V be a closed zero-neighbourhood in F.
Then there is a zero-neighbourhood Win E such that !n(W) C V for all n.
To this W there corresponds a finite subset A = {aI, ... , ak} of E such
that Be C(A)+ W, where C(A) stands for the K-convex hull of A,
([4] p. 93).
So every element x of B can be written as
x= ~-1 Arai+wx, Wx E W, Ar E K, IArI <; 1.
Then, if pv is the non-archimedian seminorm on F corresponding to
the zero-neighbourhood V, we obtain for x E B
pv(f(X) - !n(x)) =pv( ~-1 Ar(f- !n)(ai) +(f- !n)(wx)) <;
<; max (pv((f- !n)(al)), ... , pv((f - !n)(ak)), pv(f(wx)), Pv(fn(wx))).
Now Pv(fn(wx))<:.l and pv(f(wx))<;l since !n(W) C V for all n and V
is closed.
Further, for every i E {I, ... , k} there exists an ni such that pv(f(ai)-
- !n(ai)) <:. 1 for n>nt.
Consequently, for no= max {nt!i=l, ... , k}, we have pv(f(x)-!n(x))<;l
for n;» no and for all x E B, which proves the proposition.
PROPOSITION 14
Let B be a K-convex, bounded and c-compact subset of A where A
has the natural topology. Then for all lX E A* we have that
lim i -+ oo IlXil SUPPEB l,Bil = o.
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PROOF
We take IX E A* and consider the linear mappings
Ii: Au ---)- K: f3 ---)- iXtf3t, i= 1,2, ...
Then
limh OO ft(f3) = 0 for all f3 E A *.
Further, since
the sequence (It)t is equicontinuous.
By proposition 13, limi -+ oo It = 0 uniformly on B. I.e.
VB> 0, [ffio such that liXtf3tl <B for all i >!« and all f3 E B,
or
which proves the proposition.
PROPOSITION 15
A K -convex bounded subset of A is weakly c-compact if and only if
it is a closed subset of the normal hull of a singleton of A.
PROOF
The first part of this proposition follows from proposition 3 and [9]
p. 184.
The second part can be proved for the natural topology on A, (prop. 3
and 12).
Let B be a subset of A which is K-convex, bounded and c-eompaot
in the natural topology on /1.
We shall construct an element yEA with the property that Be {yr.
We first remark that there exists a real number e> I such that for
every integer n we can find in K an element r« with IYnl =en, ([10] p. 251).
Now sUPPEB lf3tl is a real number and so there is an integer nt such that
eni-1" SUPPEB lf3tl < en;
We choose yt E K with Iytl =eni.
Then we obtain for every iX E A *
limi-+ oo liXiYtl=limi-+ oo !IXtl(eni-SUPPEB lf3tl)+limt-+ oo IIXtl SUPPEB lf3tl
" limi-+ oo IIXt!(eni-eni-l)+O (prop. 14)
"(e -I) limo-+ oo IIXtlenc1
"(e -I) limo-+ oo liXtl SUPPEB lf3tl = 0 (prop. 14).
Hence yEA and clearly Be {yr.
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PROPOSITION 16
The only normal (A , A*)-admissible topology on a perfect sequence
space A is the natural topology.
It is also the finest (A, A *)-admissible topo logy on A.
PROOF
The natural topology on A is obviously the coarsest normal (A, A *)-
admi ssible topology on A . Any finer admissible topology on A must be
iden t ical with it . (Apply propositi on 15 to the weak topology on A* ).
PROPO SITION 17
The normal hull of a bounded X-convex and c-compact subset of A ,
under an admissible to pology, is bounded and c-compact.
PROOF
I mmediate consequence of proposition 15.
9. Oonvergent Sequences
PROPOSITION 18
All the admissible t opologies on A yield the same convergent sequences.
PROOF
This is true for the weak and the natural t opology by [6] lemma 5.2
and since Aa is complete , (prop. 7).
P ROP OSI TIO N 19
The sequences el, (i = 1, 2, ... ) form a Sohauder basis of A in all the
admissible topologies on A.
PROOF
In A every element is the weak limit of its sections, ([2] p. 27). I. e.
1X = limk-+ oo !:_1 1X1 ~=L:I 1Xi ei in the weak topology. The same property
holds in any admissible topology on 11, (prop. 18). Since the project ions
Ph : 1X ~ 1Xh are continuou s (prop. 5), the proof is complete.
10. T he strong topology
P ROP OSITION 20
The following statements are equivalent
a ) Every bou nded subset of 11* is a subset of the normal hull of a
sing leton of 11*.
b) Aa is a K-barrelled space ([10] p. 268).
0) In 11 weakly convergent sequences are strongly convergent .
d ) 11 has a Sohauderbasis {el, ez, . ..} in the strong topology.
e) Every K -convex, weakly c-compact subset of A is strongly c-compact.
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PROOF
a-¢> b, b ---+ C, b ---+ e: Ali is a K-barrelled space if and only if the strong
topology on A is (A, A*)-admissible ([10] p. 285). Then by proposition 16
the strong topology coincides with the natural topology on A.
c ---+ d, since A has a Schauderbasis in the weak topology, (prop. 19).
d ---+ b We shall prove that A* is the topological dual space (A p)' of Ap.
Since fJ is finer than (J we have already A * = (A,,)' C (Ap)'.
We now take f E (Ap)' and put f(en) = "In. Then f is uniquely determined
by the sequence Y=(Yn), we have indeed by d) for all iX E A
f(iX) = f( k-1 iXn en) = k-1 (Xn "In·
Hence the series 4-1 iXnYn converges in K for all iX E A and this means
that "I E A*.
e ---+ d Let iX=(iXi) be an arbitrary element of A. The sequences 0ctei
(i= 1,2, ... ) are elements of the normal hull {iXY of {iX}.
This normal hull is K-convex, bounded and weakly c-compaet, (prop. 3).
Hence {iXr is strongly c-compaot. But on {iX}A the weak and strong topologies
coincide, ([4] p. 93). Since Li iXiei converges to iX in the weak topology
(prop. 19) the same series converges strongly to iX.
PROPOSITION 21
A is reflexive if and only if in A and in A * every bounded set is a
subset of the normal hull of a singleton.
PROOF: Prop. 20a and [10] p. 284.
PROPOSITION 22
Under the conditions of proposition 21, A is a (c.A')-space ([10] p. 270).
PROOF
[3] prop. 4.
11. Examples
a. The spaces cp and w.
The product topology on w is obviously the weak topology. Hence
(w,,)'= (wli)' =cp.
The space w is c-compact and complete under this topology since K is.
Consequently, on co the weak topology coincides with the strong fJ(w, cp)-
topology, ([3] prop. 7). The direct sum topology on cp is strictly finer than
the weak a(cp, w)-topology. However, it is easy to see that it is normal
and admissible for the dual pair (cp, w). Hence it is the natural topology
a(cp,w), and cJ is strictly finer than a.
The space cp clearly has a Schauderbasis {el, e2, ... } in any dual system
topology. Hence the natural topology on cp coincides with the strong
fJ(cp, w)-topology, (prop. 20).
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b. The spaces CO and 100 •
Since the sequence (1, 1, 1, ... ) is in loo, the norm topology on Co is the
natural topology a(co, 1(0 ) and a(co, loo) = f3(co, loo). Consequently loo is the
topological dual space of Co (if Co is equipped with the normtopology).
Also Co is complete (prop. 8) and has a Schauderbasis {Cl, e2, ... }.
The strong f3(loo, col-topology on 100 is determined by the non-archimedi an
norm
Taking IX = et (i=l, 2, ... ) we obtain 111f3111 > SUPi lf3tl= ll fJ lloo ' On the
other hand, since IIIXIl <:1 implies IIXtl<:1 for all i , we have
I'!f31 11 <: SUPi IfJil= IIfJlloo '
Hence the normtopology on loo is the strong fJ(loo, col-topology. Since
Co is not reflexive ([8] p. 611) the normtopology on loo is not admissible
for the dual system (loo, co).
Consequently the set {ei. e2, ... } is not a Schauderbasis for I", It is
however a weak a(loo, co) Schauderbasis.
c. Th e space 11".
The normtopology on 11" is obviously the natural top ology of the dual
pair (11" , 11:) . H ence 11" is a non-archimedian Banach space with a
Schauderbasis.
The injection I: 11" --+ co: fJ --+ (IXt fJi) is an isometry. On the space .1:
we can define a normtopology by
This topology is the strong topology on A: and is (see 6) not admiss ible
for the dual pair.
d. Step-spaces.
Let IXl,IX2 , ... , IXn , ••• be a sequence of sequences in]{ with (Xt n ';F O for
all i and all n.
Then we define
On L1 we consider the topology determined by the sequence of norm s
IIPlln = max, IPtIXtnl ·
It is again easy to see the space L1 is perfect and that it s topology is
the natural topology of the dual system (L1 , L1 "). The sp ace J is metrizable
and complete.
12. The case where K is a local field
It is known that in a local field every bounded set is relatively compact.
We also have the following property ([3] prop. 2):
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IfE is a locally K-convex space over a local field K then every K-convex,
c-compact and bounded subset of E is compact. Consequently, in this
case propositions l l , 12, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 20, e, still hold when the word
"c-compaot" is replaced by "compact".
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